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Chapter 191: It's Actually Allen 

Joseph was held in Nicole’s arms, and he cried more and more fiercely. 

He missed his mother. 

But Mommy was bad! 

It was even worse that the elder brother had disappeared and his whereabouts was unknown. He didn't 

dare to mention his mother's name or think about her. He was afraid that he would be sorry for the 

elder brother. However, facing Nicole's tolerance, Joseph didn't know how to express his thoughts, just 

feeling aggrieved and wanted to cry. 

“Auntie, daddy hates my mommy, right? I dared not mention it. I knew she was a villain, but I really miss 

her.” 

Joseph was crying heavily. 

The strength that he pretended for days, in this moment, had collapse completely. 

Nicole hated Riley. 

Without her, Lucas would not have been lost, and she would not return after such a long period. But 

Riley was Riley, and Joseph was Joseph. 

In Nicole's mind, Joseph and Lucas were both four-year-old kids. 

The child was innocent. What's more, he treated Lucas with sincerity. For Lucas, he even regarded his 

mother as enemy. 

How could Nicole be censured by his temperament? 

No one could choose their own parents, right? 

Nicole gently patted Joseph's back and said softly, "She has given you life and brought you into this 

world. She is a mother and a guide for you. You don't need to forget her. No matter what she did, she 

did not give up a mother's responsibility for you, which is just enough to let you remember her for life. 

Joseph, no matter what she has done to Lucas and me, and even to others, you just need to remember 

that she is your mother. Now she is no longer here, gratitude and resentment will disappear 

spontaneously. You can miss her. It doesn't conflict with your friendly attitude towards me, Lucas and 

Zoe. You don't need to blame yourself or feel guilty. After all, that is not your fault. Though she is your 

mother, you don't have to atone for her faults. You are still a child. You should enjoy your childhood and 

grow up well. You just remember her good to you.” 

Hearing Nicole’s words, Joseph looked up with a lump in his throat. 

“Auntie, don't you hate her?” 

"I hate her. Because of her, I have lost my son now; because of her, my family is a mess. But Joseph, as I 

said, you are not her, I will not be angry with you. Even when I saw you, it reminded me of Lucas. If you 

are willing to, I will be your mother in the future, and I will treat you like Lucas. " 



"Really?" 

Joseph's eyes were looking straight at Nicole. There was an indescribable desire and pain in his eyes. 

“Of course.” 

Nicole reached out his hand and gently dried Joseph's tears. 

The child touched her too much, and he was kind-hearted. Just looking at his sincerity towards Lucas 

was enough to convince Nicole of treating him with heart. 

"Mommy!” 

Joseph bumped into Nicole's arms and cried. 

"The boss allowed me to take good care of you and be filial to you for him. And he asked me to protect 

sister well. I can do it. Really, I can really do it. These days I learned skills hard from Yan instructor. I will 

not let you and sister encounter danger again. But I really miss boss. The boss will be back, right? He will 

come back! He's my brother! He won't leave us alone! I call you mommy for him. As long as he does not 

come back, I will be your son one day. In the future, you can beat me and scold me. lf I make any 

mistakes, you can punish me. " 

"Silly boy!” 

Nicole's eyes were wet. 
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That silly boy! 
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Chapter 192: I Disagreed 

Nicole was shocked, but Joseph didn’t understand. 

"Mommy, what is morphine?" 

He asked quietly, but his mouth was shut by Nicole. However, she was shivering. 

She couldn't face the truth! 

The doctor obviously understood Samuel's mood. He didn't blame him for his attitude, but said 

helplessly, "Mr. Green, I knew you are suffering and in pain, but now Miss Bush is very uncomfortable. 

Let's think about how to calm her down. Her physical condition is not suitable for operation at all and it 

takes time for her to recover. I'm really at a loss in this situation.” 

"You're a doctor, and you're telling me there's nothing you could do? She is only a four-year-old child. 

Her great life has not begun yet! Now you tell me that you couldn't do anything about it?” 

Samuel collapsed completely. 

His voice was sharp and cold. The doctor couldn't hold the bitter cold atmosphere. 

"Mr. Green, I'm just a doctor. I could check Miss Bush's condition and formulate a scheme according to 

her condition. But now I need you family members to make a sign!" 

*Sign what? My daughter is only four years old! Do you want me to sign up that you could use morphine 

on her? That's my daughter! My own daughter!” 

Samuel's eyes were scarlet and even wetter. 

Nicole couldn't bear it anymore and pushed the door of the office. 

“I don't agree!" 

Her voice was not loud, but two men in the office were both stunned. 

“Nicole? Why are you here?" 

Samuel was a little astonished. 

Joseph felt that he had done something wrong. He hid behind Nicole, looking at Samuel timidly and said, 

"I brought Mommy here.” 

The sound of “Mummy” made Samuel dazed for a moment, and then he was a little relieved. However, 

he loosened the doctor and come to the front of Nicole. 

“Are you all right?” 



"What's the matter with Zoe? You should make it clear to me. " 

She was staring at him, with tears filling her eyes. 

Samuel knew that she must have heard something. 

“Nicole, I'll take care of all these." 

Samuel didn't want to upset Nicole. Over the years, Nicole's feelings towards Allen were very 

complicated. Although Samuel was jealous, he still suppressed his jealousy compared with his love to 

Nicole. 

With tearful eyes, Nicole also knew Samuel's kind intentions, but the more so, the more she was eager 

to know the truth. 

"Tell me, please. I am Zoe's mother. I have the right to know, no matter what the reason is. I want to 

know.” 
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Chapter 193: Mommy Is the Most Beautiful 



Laurel left the ward and Nicole went to Zoe's bed. 

"Mommy, why have you lost weight? I didn't even recognize you. Is it because you're tired of taking care 

of my sick brother?" 

Zoe reached out her hand in a distressed way and touched Nicole's face gently. 

Her hands were cold, not as warm as a child should be. 

Nicole had always thought it was her fault, but now she realized it was caused by many reasons. 

She felt sad, and remorse and distressed when she heard Zoe's words. She didn't know how to answer 

her. She just gently held Zoe in her arms. 

“Does Zoe think Mummy is getting uglier?” 

"No, Mommy is always the prettiest. And I miss Mommy so much!" 

Zoe cuddled up in Nicole's arms. 

Nicole could feel Zoe was trembling, and perhaps the pain was too much for her, but she kept smiling at 

her and at life. 

“Does it hurt, Zoe?” she asked sadly. 

"No." 

Zoe still smiled, a little reluctantly. 

Nicole finally burst into tears. 

"You don't have to pretend to be strong in front of Mommy. Mommy knows that you are not feeling 

well, are you? Mommy is happy that Zoe is strong, but Mommy doesn't want Zoe to face it alone. Tell 

Mommy, does it hurt?" 

"Yes!" 

Zoe's smile disappeared, her nose crumpled, and she subconsciously moved closer to Nicole. 

"Mommy, I don't know why it hurts so much when I'm here. But my grandma and dad are so kind to me, 

and Joseph is comforting me. I'm afraid they'll hate me if I say I feel painful." 

"Silly girl, no one will hate you. Daddy and Grandma, Mommy and Joseph will always love Zoe. Mommy 

knows that Zoe hurts, and mommy hurts, too. Mummy is sick too, and like Zoe, I need treatment, but we 

have to fight it out for ourselves first, you know?" 

Nicole fondly touched Zoe's hair, feeling very uncomfortable. 

Zoe raised her head, looked at Nicole with her beautiful eyes, and whispered, "Mommy, doesn't 

godfather like Zoe anymore? Is it because Zoe's illness can't be cured, so godfather doesn't want Zoe?" 

“No! Zoe is so cute. Anyone would love you.’ 

Nicole had mixed feelings. 
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Chapter 194: Samuel Was Just A Man, Not God 

Nicole suddenly woke up to the fact. 

She had just said that she was going to be with Samuel, that she was going to be a woman worthy of 

Samuel, and how could she be overcome by these difficulties when her daughter was waiting for her to 

stand up and accompany her, and her son was waiting in some unknown place for her to come to her 

rescue? 

She was Nicole! 

Five years ago, the fire had not taken her life. What was the matter of such a setback now? 

Nicole suddenly had a lot of courage. 

“Mom, I know what I have to do.” 

Nicole's eyes were clear. 

She was still very worried and sad, and even wanted to accompany Zoe in the operating room to know 

what kind of pain she would go through on the operating table, but at this moment, she knew better 

what she should do. 

Laurel smiled gratified. 

“I'll buy you something to eat. I'll let Joseph stay with you.” 

"Yes!" 

Nicole didn't refuse. 



She really wanted to follow to the operating room, but as Jacob led all the experts to the operating 

room, Nicole turned and went back to her room. 

Joseph's brows knit together. He didn't know Mommy was sick! 

Joseph followed Nicole as she returned to the hospital room. 

"Mommy, are you really sick? What's the matter with you?" 

Joseph was worried, looking straight at Nicole. 

Nicole laughed and said, "Mommy's okay. Mommy's just tired and wants to have a rest. Don't worry, 

Mommy will be all right.” 

"Is there a bad man who bullies Mommy? Tell me, I'll go to teach them a lesson." Joseph said angrily. 

Nicole laughed and said, "No, Mommy's fine.” 

“But Grandma said you are ill.” 

"Mommy is just in bad mood, and nobody can help me but myself.” 

Nicole touched Joseph's head and thought of Lucas again. 

If Lucas had known that she was ill, and that Zoe was in this bad situation, would he have come back? 

Nicole felt hysterical. 

She didn't believe Lucas was killed. 

That boy would never leave her so soon, would he? 

Joseph looked at Nicole and saw she was lost in thought. He knew that she was missing Lucas again. 

He really hoped that he could replace Lucas. If he had let the eldest brother run away, maybe Mommy 

would not be so sad,  
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Chapter 195: Took the Initiative 

All the doctors in the nursing home were trying to save Zoe, while Laurel was a bit nervous. At that 

moment, Mike came with the doctor. 

"How's Laurel?” 

"You just sent her here in time!" 

Samuel quickly told him about Laurel. 

The doctor who examined Laurel was quickly called out. 

The doctor was quite respectful to Mike when he saw him, and whispered, "Mrs. Green's report had 

some out. There are some toxins in her body. Although she hasn't taken something unusual for a long 

time, there are hidden dangers to her body. She must be too tired this time and her immunity is not so 



strong as ever, which triggers some unmentionable disease of the body. We will do our best to treat 

her.” 

“Thank you.” 

Samuel was now under siege. He really wanted him to be separated into many parts, so that he could 

take care of his beloved at the same time. 

The doctors led the medical team into the operating room and began rescuing Laurel. 

Mike hugged Samuel's shoulder and whispered, "I know you're not in the mood, but there's no use 

staying here. You're not a doctor, and you can't decide a lot of things. Let's go to the roof deck and have 

a smoke." 

Samuel really stressed out these days. Hearing what Mike said, he asked Jacob to stay here and went to 

the roof with Mike. 

There was a strong wind on the roof, but Samuel didn't seem to feel it. 

For nearly 30 years he had been able to get everything he wanted, but five years ago when Nicole had 

an accident with her baby and his life had been changed. 

He was really passive in such circumstance. 

Mike lit a cigarette and handed it over. 

Samuel took it and inhaled it so hard that he coughed and choked. 

"Why? I haven't seen you for years. Don't tell me you quit smoking?" 

"No. 

Samuel coughed and took another puff. 

The smell of nicotine soothed his heart somewhat. 

He puffed out the smoke as if to spit out all the gloomy smells. 

Mike lit a cigarette for himself, leaned against the corner of the roof, looked out into the sky, and 

whispered, "Allen has started action.” 

"Is it? 1am afraid he wouldn't act.” 

Samuel sneered, like a ghost from hell. 

Until then, he had been grateful to Allen, but now he wished he had cut him to pieces. 
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“What? 

Samuel was surprised. 

He had only made a deal with the Fallen Paradise Club once, and he could actually be in 

“Impossible!” Samuel said no. 

Before me, it was my father, and now Vincent died in another place. Everything is in my hand and 

think anyone could quietly take one person away in the Seapolis City without letting you find out any 

information. Besides, the Don Family and the Louis Family both made moves. Don't you feel it strange 

that no one could find out a kid even with three big families cooperating? And why Allen, who was 

outraged by Nicole's disappearance, would work with Fallen 
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the Seapolis City teamed up to 

guess. I don't know if it's accurate or not, but it's really confusing. Allen's background is very 

complicated, and he is not only the heir of the Brook Family. He seems to have countless connections 

with many people. Even my father told me not to provoke Allen again these days, so it 
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Samuel was alone, but now there were Nicole, Laurel, and Zoe, and there were so many people he 

needed to protect, so 

was time to fight back the Brook 

finished his cigarette and suddenly said 
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agreement? Now all I have to do is get proof that Allen had bought Nicole from the Fallen Paradise Club, 

and I can justify going to the 
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Chapter 196: To Be the Mistress of the Green Family 

"How's Mrs. Green, Doctor?” Jacob asked at once. 

The doctor looked from Jacob to Nicole, but Samuel was not there, and for a moment he hesitated. 

"Where's Mr. Green?” 

"He's resting,’ Nicole whispered. "I'm his wife Nicole and Laurel's daughter-in-law. You could tell me, 

doctor.” 

“Yes, yes, this is our lady. You could tell her.’ 

Jacob hastened to agree. 

The doctor, who knew Jacob and naturally believed him, said in a low voice, "Miss, let's go to the office 

and have a talk.” 

"My mother-in-law...” 



"Fine for the moment.” 

The doctor's words were a relief to Nicole. 

The two men entered the office one after the other. 

As the door of the office closed, the doctor sighed and said, "Miss, Mrs. Green is in a bad condition. 

“What exactly happened?” 

Nicole was more or less prepared, but she was not at ease when she heard this. She had little contact 

with Laurel, but this time, she felt that this woman was very wise and kind. No matter what her previous 

attitude was, she was really nice to Zoe. 

The doctor sighed and handed over Laurel's healthy report. 

"Mrs. Green's health was not so good when she was young, and I don't know what happened then. She 

may have taken a lot of folk prescriptions, which is not approved by doctors. After all, many medicines in 

folk prescriptions are toxic, which will make people collapse after years of taking-in. Moreover, I have 

examined Mrs. Green's body carefully, and found that apart from the room toxicity in the folk 

prescription, there is other toxicity that has been surrounding her. Although it has improved in 

recent years, it still hurts her in the core" 

"Can it be treated?" 

Now Nicole understood what it was. Laurel's body could have been tampered with just like Joseph's. 

She wanted to know now if there was any way Laurel would get better. 

The doctor shook his head and said, "It's too late." 

“What do you mean?” 

"Mrs. Green's health is not good. Now look here.” 

The doctor pointed to Mrs. Green's X-ray picture and said, "She's got cancer here, and it's already 

spread around the body, and it's advanced.” 

"Is this advanced liver cancer?” Nicole froze. 

The doctor nodded. 

but once a person feels the pain, it's already too late. The medicine Mrs. Green had been taking for 

years had already eaten into her body. After the metabolism, the liver is the first to be attacked and 

persecuted. Now all the toxins accumulated in the liver couldn't get out, so it becomes cancerous, which 

is very common in medicine. If I have found 

finished, but Nicole got 

sudden 

age, she really couldn't face death bravely, let alone the people around her would leave her 

you please save her? We will cost as 



request was every family's request, but doctors 
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to know Nicole's identity and asked 
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happily held out his 
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since he is faced with so many things, he would not shrink back, but he is aman. A man has his limits. I 

don’t want to interfere in you too much, but I hope you 

“I see, thank you." 

her eyes off 

cyan under his eyes, and the moustache had come out. He had always 

that there was no point in being here, as Nicole was so focused on Samuel that she didn't even look at 

Samuel 

other would envy? But without these things, how would she have known Samuel's 

crushes on many people, and many would be together because of this, but in the 

Samuel's wrist, which was left by 

did not feel that she had exerted much effort, perhaps without knowing it, but now Samuel did have a 

deep 
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and whispered, "Get me a first 

Jacob retreated silently. 

him sleep for half an hour, and then wake him up. It's windy here. 

“And you, ma ‘am?” 

Green and Zoe. Someone 

longer weak, her strong eyes made Jacob 
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Mrs. Green 

Green a gentle wipe, as 

put them in a vase, and put them in 

scent of flowers in the ward, which made Mrs. Green, who just woke up, 

a patient yourself, and you're coming to 

you are 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 197: Night Elf Empire 

Nicole could see something from Laurel's eyes, and she seemed to guess something. Nicole was so smart 

that made Laurel smile in relief. 

She patted Nicole on the back of her hand and whispered, "This is what the mistress of the Green Family 

should have. Keep it. A lot of people swear by it.” 

"A lot of people? For example, ..” 

“See how anxious you are.” 

Laurel sighed and gave the box to Nicole. 

Nicole opened it up, and it was an old ring with a totem that seemed to have a different meaning, with 

an earthiness and yet a dignity around it. 

"It's a pair of rings. This one here is the mistress's ring, and Samuel has another, but he never takes it 

out. The reason I didn't give it to you five years ago was because I didn't know how long you r 

relationship Samuel would last. At that time, you liked my son so much. As a mother, I am proud and 

gratified, but as the mistress of the Green Family, I feel guilty because I don't know if you are suitable for 

my son.’ 

Laurel was speaking freely now. 



Nicole might have been upset with these words before, but now that she had been through so much, 

she didn’t care about much. She knew that what Laurel was going to say to her was probably a secret to 

the Green Family and that might be the secret she had been trying to find but she couldn't. 

“Does mother think I'm good enough now?" 

“It's not that you're unqualified, it's Samuel's approval of you. Samuel once told me about Lucas, and for 

you and Lucas, he even wants to give up the identity of the Green Family. He only wants to stay with you 

and children. This kind of renunciation made me understand Samuel's heart. He has been a man of few 

words. Vincent, on the other hand, is the opposite. He tells everything. He leads a free and easy life, and 

then he walks away free and easy.’ 

Speaking of Vincent, Mrs. Green's eyes were wet. 

The loss of a child in middle age was too much for anyone to bear. 

Nicole hadn't seen Vincent, and she didn’t say anything about him, but she could see that Samuel and 

Laurel were missing him very much. 

“Mother, the dead can't live again. Don't be sad.” 

"What if I tell you Vincent isn't dead yet?” 

Laurel's words startled Nicole. 

“What?” 

Family, a secret that couldn't be told. Now that you are the mistress of the Green Family, and I'm telling 

you this because I want you to understand that from now on, Vincent's safety is 

held Nicole's 

couldn't accept it for a 

“But Samuel said...’ 

person know he's still alive. As for what he's doing now, you don't have to ask. Just know that if Vincent 

ever asks you for help, 

was not going to say anything detailed about 

was shocked, 

hand and said, "This ring is not only a symbol of your status, but also a responsibility to protect the 

Green Family. I know you're worried hand-held about Lucas's disappearance. I'm a mother and I know 

how you feel. I don't know where Lucas is right now, but I can tell you he's still alive. You can keep 

looking for him, but you need to keep looking for him 

“Why?” Nicole didn't understand. 

son of the Green Family. Why did she need to be so 

dark. In Samuel's life, the man hidden in the dark is Vincent. Now Joseph has announced his identity as 

the heir of 



seemed to 

you make 

he went. He'll take care of Lucas, and one day 

I don't understand. What is all 

no idea that her son was with her brother-in-law, 

Green Family has been in the black and dark society for 

don't know, but isn't it because the Green Family is so deeply rooted 

any time, 

was smart. As soon as she reached the 

the Seapolis City gang actually 

"Yes!" 

Green Family are hereditary. Every generation has two children, either brother and sister, or brothers. 

But one child would die in every generation of the Green Family. Do you 

has to hide his identity, and works in the darkness, so as to silently protect 

Nicole was smart. 

Laurel nodded in relief. 

was in Yunnan, she accidentally ate a kind of food, which made another child stillborn.  

Laurel's words shocked Nicole. 

"Night Elf Empire?” 

our Green Family. In fact, from the moment you and Lucas appeared, when Samuel told me that you are 

his wife, I knew that you had another child. I also know the existence of Zoe through the investigation. 

Nicole, please forgive me. It was my fault that I took Lucas away without your permission and gave Lucas 

another way of life, 

remorse flashed across Laurel's 

hear this, and she didn't expect things to turn out the way they 

was likely to live a different life from now on. He might never be seen in the sun for the rest of his life, 

and Nicole was 

Chapter 198: Surrogacy 

“Mom, I still don't understand, I..." 

"If you have something you don't understand, take your time to explore it. I can only stop here. As for 

how far the Green Family can go, that's just about you and Samuel. I feel so much more relieved to have 



it handed over to you today. I don't know how long I will live, but I will be a Mrs. Green in the future. I 

will concentrate on taking care of Zoe and Joseph, and I will live a happy life from now on." 

Mrs. Green smiled mischievously. 

Nicole knew she didn't want to talk. 

Although she had not been in contact with Mrs. Green for a long time, she knew that Mrs. Green had a 

wise mind. 

She always thought that Mrs. Green did not like Lucas and did not recognize Lucas, so from the time 

they appeared in the Seapolis City to the time when Lucas was missing, Laurel did not show the anxiety 

and attention that a grandma should have, and even said nothing about Lucas. 

Nicole had been sad about it, and she was especially distressed. 

But now it seemed that Mrs. Green paid too much attention, not too little. 

Nicole was too distracted to know what to say. 

“Mom,” she whispered, "you know everything. How could you let Zama do that to me and Samuel and 

even to Lucas?" 

"That is because there is no peace in the Night Elf Empire.” 

Laurel narrowed her eyes and said gravely, "Since ancient times, high power has always made others 

have evil intentions. Even the descendants of the Green Family, there will be some people with bad 

intentions. At that time, Samuel's father was in charge of the Green Family. His brother, Samuel's uncle, 

was in charge of the Night Elf Empire. Unfortunately, he wanted to turn the Night Elf Empire into his 

own, and become an exclusive organization. Nicole, remember, at all times, the Night Elf 

Empire is for the country. You may not have been in the army, but you must remember this, and that is 

the main thing. The Green Family belonged to the country, and so did the Night Elf Empire. What the 

Green Family has now is given by the state. It is meant to serve the country and the people, not any 

single individual, understand?” 

Mrs. Green said with great care, even with a touch of sternness. 

Nicole wondered, but nodded. 

Mrs. Green said in a low voice, "His uncle had an evil idea. He thought that the roots of the Green Family 

of so many years could be separated from the state and become a single organization. So, he planned to 

leave the country with the Night Elf Empire, and even encouraged many people to join him in the 

attempt to seize power. Unfortunately, it failed in the end. His uncle's whereabouts are unknown, and 

unrest begins in the Night Elf Empire. I know my condition, so I know the family condition better than 

anyone else." 

Nicole was struck dumb again. 

She thought it was amazing to hear so many things today. 

"Mother, do you know who's been poisoning you?” 



"It's Zama!” 

Laurel was very calm. 

it was Zama who did it, but she was surprised 

the 

Zama when she knew she was persecuting 

that Mrs. Green was always stood by Zama and their relationship was 

at Nicole's quizzical eyes and suddenly 

a clever girl, and Samuel 

as Laurel praised her for the 

was young 

fell in love innocently. Only when I came in did I realize how complex the Green Family was, but I could 

Green told her story, she felt a little sweet, like a young girl with lovely love in her heart, and more like 

an old woman in her twilight, recalling 

must be 

"Of course.” 

with her praise for her 

Samuel. 

this point, Mrs. Green was no longer Samuel's mother, 

thought their sons 

Mrs. Green was 

her for who 

is handsomer than anyone else in your 

time, he was not only handsome, but also very affectionate. He knew that we would not have children 

when we got married, so he married me without hesitation. He even almost left 

with 

Nicole was stunned. 

married and have children? How is that possible? 

husband's child with 

hit Nicole straight over the head like a 

be... 



"He doesn't.” 

to talk about it, but she 

about it, so she 

first few years, I was trying to change my blood environment and 

there was a hint of 

between you 

the sake of a child. She told us then that she could cure me and get me pregnant, and it was good news 

for me and your father at the time. So, we brought Zama to the Green Family, and to cover the truth 

was obvious that Mrs. Green still very cared about the past 

did not interrupt 

Chapter 199: Where Else Can You Go 

Nicole was not surprised that Zama would do that. 

As long as Zama was not a fool, she will get closer to the head of the Green Family after knowing that 

Mrs. Green could have children. 

If she could successfully seduce Laurel's husband and made him fall in love with her, it may be possible 

to replace Laurel. 

Zama hadn't been that impressed before, but as the series of events unfolded, Nicole found Zama to be 

calculating, even tolerant, and good at pretending. 

Laurel calmed down a bit and said, "At that time, your father was afraid of another blow to me, so he 

had been hiding it from me, and started to stay away from Zama, and put forward to change another 

one to do the surrogacy, I didn't know what was going on, thinking that your father was not satisfied 

with my arrangement, even felt he felt in love with someone else. After some quarrels, your father 

finally agreed to do a test tube. Unfortunately, it didn't work out.” 

"Zama was able to conceive only after an ivf procedure. When Zama was pregnant, I had mixed feelings 

and could not tell what I felt. I knew that I would love this child very much, because it was the child of 

the person I loved most. However, I was somewhat estranged, because it was not born out of my body. 

The struggle lasted until the moment the baby was born, and when Samuel smiled at me, I suddenly felt 

that my whole life was complete. It was the purest smile in the world, something I would want to 

protect in my whole life.” 

Mrs. Green's eyes were full of tears, but her lips were smiling, so charming, so kind. 

Nicole understood Mrs. Green all of a sudden. 

A woman who could do this for love was so admirable. 

"You could have let Zama go after that.” 



"Yes, that's what your father said, but I was afraid the baby wouldn't breastfeed, so I didn't agree. 

Instead, I kept Zama. Zama did act like a babysitter, bringing the baby to me as soon as she finished 

feeding him. I thought it would last forever.” 

“She wont be satisfied as a babysitter! 

Nicole's positive tone made Laurel laugh bitterly. 

"Yes, she was not satisfied as a babysitter, and it was too late when I slowly discovered that. She 

drugged me and my husband, and my husband's health collapsed in one night. I never knew that she 

wanted all of your father's property. She even tried to force me to abdicate and make her child the heir 

of the Green Family, and she could control everything.” 

Laurel's eyes went cold. 

Nicole was surprised. 

"She killed Papa?” 

“Yes.” 

Mrs. Green was furious. 

“Then how can you tolerate her being in the Green Family?” 

“Because she took control of Vincent and poisoned him. Can you imagine that? A mother would poison 

her own son, for the illusory rights and riches.” 

Nicole was in shock. 

"So, you gave in?" 

“That's my husband's son! It's the Green Family's child!" 

Mrs. Green covered her face in pain. 

to my husband and to the Green Family. I brought Zama to the Green Family, and I killed my husband 

indirectly. Samuel was there for me, so she didn't have a chance to kill him. But Vincent was still a little 

boy, she took over him and I had to make a pact with her. I said that Samuel would become the heir of 

the Green Family. Even if she controlled Vincent, I would lose a son at the worst and have nothing to 

lose, but she would have to bear the anger 

late every day. Naturally, I ignored Samuel and let her take advantage of the opportunity. When I found 

that my son and I began to be 

this, Mrs. Green sighed 

was ostensibly for leisure, but actually for the protection of Samuel and Vincent. It was just that I didn't 

expect her to be more aggressive and restless, and she was even in contact with people from the Night 

Elf Empire. If it wasn't for the 

kind of helpless was 

know 



was Samuel's 

Zama didn't 

Nicole was speechless. 

going to tell Samuel 

him, as there are things that would hurt him if it is me to tell him. If you think it's better to keep it a 

secret, keep it a secret. I do 

as if she were 

feet when she saw that Mrs. Green was not feeling 

some other time. Take care of yourself. I count 

"Good!" 

said it all, and 

lying down, and fell into a deep 

mind was not 

Green Family, she could not digest them for a while, but she was 

well, 

sent for special care for Mrs. Green, but when she went out, she saw Samuel standing by the 

“When did you come? 

"For a while” 

tried to smile, 

knew he might 

to your room. I'm a little 

"Well!" 

arms and, despite Nicole's objections, carried her 

lit up as he saw the bowls and chopsticks on the 

"You got over it?” 

“Yes? Aren't you unhappy?” 

laughed like a 

lips lifted 

glad to hear 



"Give me a reward.’ 

mouth, apparently to 

Nicole gently, but Nicole became so unsatisfied that she wrapped her arms around his neck and jumped 

on 

“Nicole, your body... Well...” 

Samuel could finish, Nicole kissed 

both were panting and 

over the bed with Nicole in his arms, knowing that Nicole wanted him to be happy, but how could he be 

happy 

my mother said 

"Which one?" 

if he asked, 

to smoke, but when he reached for his cigarette case, he looked at Nicole and ended up 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 200: Where Is Joseph 

After Samuel and Nicole had a happy time, they lay quietly in bed, enjoying a moment of peace and 

quiet. 

Nicole knew that Samuel was upset. No one would ever feel good when knowing that the mother he had 

loved for case, nearly 30 years was not his own mother, but he just didn't know how to say it. 

Finally, Samuel sighed and said, "I had no idea Zama was my real mother. No wonder my mother always 

protected her from me. That's the reason.” 

“Do you blame mother?” 

Nicole, not knowing what was going on in Samuel's mind, asked him carefully. 

Samuel smiled sadly and said, "What is she to blame for? Blame her for being so nice to me? Or did she 

hide the truth from me? To be honest, I always felt that my mother was strict and always had a busy 

schedule. I actually knew that it was not easy for such a big industry as the Green Family to rely on my 

mother alone to support it. However, I really wanted to be by her side as a child at that time’ 

"Maybe Vincent doesn't have a lot of feelings, because he has been in poor health since he was a child, 

and Zama always was with him and I with my mother. Or maybe because I am the heir of the Green 

Family, and my mother always took me with her everywhere. I could see how difficult she was and how 

she looked when she went out to negotiate with illness, so we were kind to each other. Until once day 

when Zama told me that my mother didn't really love us, and I was really sad.” 

Speaking of the past, Samuel felt uncomfortable, and even after all these years, he still seemed unable 

to recover from that feeling. 



"Zama was really mean and shrew." 

Nicole burst out and felt awkward after saying that. 

It used to be fine to say anything, but now that Zama was Samuel's biological mother, she didn’t know if 

Samuel would be offended. 

She took a wary look at Samuel and saw him looking at her with a smile on his lips. 

“You're afraid now?” 

“Who's afraid of you?” 

Nicole had been snooped into her mind and looked away. 

Samuel reached out and took her hand. "In the days since you disappeared, he said, "I've looked into a 

lot of things. I've learned a lot about Zama. This woman is my own mother, but I'm not favoritism. I'll 

find out what she did to my mother.’ 

"You know what?” 

Nicole suddenly thought about Laurel's illness. 

Laurel kept Samuel from knowing. Maybe she was afraid Samuel would be embarrassed. 

Between enmity and hatred, Mrs. Green decided to destroy her own illness report for the sake of 

Samuel's mood. She even didn't want Samuel to know what kind of person her biological mother was, 

perhaps because she was afraid of hurting Samuel. 

Nicole wondered how much Samuel had heard outside, so she could only ask. 

Samuel saw her little eyes rolling, and suddenly asked, "Is there something you are not telling me?" 

“No!” 

Nicole was quick with her answer, but also showed a little guilty. 

Samuel looked at her and whispered, “Is it the report on my mother’s health?” 

"What is it? I don't know.’ 

was about my life experience. My mother must have told you something about the case before, right? 

Maybe she knows what's 

of questions, 

you're talking about. I'm a little sleepy. I want to 

“Nicole...” 

“Leave me alone!” 

look Samuel 

moment, she finally 



hurt Samuel, a clever and 

ask any more questions. Instead, he gently hugged Nicole behind her and whispered, "Take a break, and 

"Zoe's out?” 

smartly, looking 

fast,’ he said. "I heard from the doctor that the specialists are 

was asleep? How is that possible? She was in 

which leaves the patient painless. The technology is only just being developed abroad, but we hear it 

works well, so we should give Zoe 

"Well!" 

Nicole 

Thinking of Zoe, she couldn't help thinking 

mom gave me 

took out the quaint 

at it 

it to 

"Yes." 

out of his pocket. It was obviously a similar ring, 

ring is said to have other functions as well. Didn't 

"No" 

know anything. She tried to know how 

I've never seen it,’ he said. “I never thought it would be in my mother's hands. Well, since mom didn't 

say anything, I'm sure she'll tell you again in the future. Don't think so 

"Got it.” 

to tell Samuel about the Night Elf 

and the specialists 

“Let's go and see” 

and dragged Nicole to her feet. They opened the door, and 

"Where is Zoe?” 

sent to the VIP room, but with one more 

and told him exactly 



Nicole hurried to Zoe's 

a ventilator stuck 

“What's this?” 

relieve Miss Zoe's 

Nicole heard what they said, she was 

to disturb Zoe's rest, Nicole asked Jacob to call the experts to her office, and 

condition was not incurable, and that there was a good chance to 

moist as the experts 

a long time of anxiety, she finally 

with two more ideas, and after talking to Nicole 

doctor. Zoe's body couldn't accept large-scale kidney transplant operation for the time being. First of all, 

it was 

Nicole and Samuel agreed. 


